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Radio for Responders: Public Safety Bandwidth Goes Unused
As multiband radio for public safety proceeds, the digital spectrum for it still lags
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One lesson in the 9/11 attacks eight years ago was the importance of police officers, firefighters and other first responders being able to communicate with one another. Many died because they did not get the call to evacuate from the World Trade Center towers that were about to collapse. To tackle this problem, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security will begin a pilot program this month to test multiband radios designed to let responders communicate across a number of different radio frequencies. Meanwhile a long-touted nationwide public safety broadband network, made possible by the freeing of broadcast spectrum in the country’s switch to digital television this past June, continues to stagnate.
The radios of public safety agencies currently operate on separate, discrete frequencies, making it impossible for a firefighter, for example, to communicate with a police officer. “There’s no single band with enough room for all of the public responders,” says David Boyd, director of command, control and interoperability in the Homeland Security’s Science and Technology Directorate. As a result, public safety agencies have been forced to spread their signals throughout the four different frequency bands available to them—namely, at megahertz frequencies of 150, 400, 700 and 800.
Several manufacturers are developing multiband radios, but currently only a version made by Thales Communications in Clarksburg, Md., meets criteria set by Homeland Security—that is, the device is roughly the same size and weight as the radios that police and other responders carry today, and it costs no more than $5,000, similar to the high-end single-band radios now on the market, Boyd says. (They must also work with an auxiliary power pack that can be charged by a battery.)
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This summer the security personnel of several organizations—including Amtrak along its Northeast Corridor, the Metro Area Transit Authority in Washington, D.C., the 2010 U.S. Olympic Security Planning Committee and 11 others—began using the Thales radio as part of Homeland Security’s program. Each agency will evaluate the radio in the field through pilot tests lasting at least 30 days, with the government publishing the results early next year, Boyd says. This test is actually the last of a three-phase program to determine the radio’s viability; it already passed a lab test and a nonemergency demonstration on May 2 at the Kentucky Derby.
Although the radio voice-communication part of the public safety efforts is proceeding, first responders will not have an emergency broadband data network anytime soon. The 700-megahertz band (actually covering 698 to 806 megahertz), freed up from the switch to digital TV, has space designated by the Federal Communications Commission for data. Called the D block, it will be used for a national wireless public safety broadband network to enable local, state and federal emergency responders to send text messages and large amounts of data, such as digital images and streaming video. “Public safety doesn’t currently have this broadband ability,” Boyd remarks.
But the move to make use of the D block has hit some snags. Because establishing a nationwide network on it would be costly, the government wants a public-private partnership to develop the block. The proposed wireless broadband network would be built and used by both public-sector emergency responders and private-sector businesses, which would also be able to license part of the network for commercial purposes.
Although the FCC succeeded in selling the right to use the old television spectrum in an auction last year (it raked in $20 billion, twice as much as it expected), it ultimately refused to sell a D block license because it had not been offered enough money by any of D block’s suitors, Boyd says. Harlin McEwen, chair of the Public Safety Spectrum Trust (PSST) Corporation—formed in 2007 by the FCC to work with industry to develop the national wireless public safety broadband network—gave a more pointed reason: the companies bidding for the space wanted priority access to the D block space over first responders, even in times of emergency.
Without a proper suitor and with a new FCC chair, Julius Genachowski, confirmed only in late June, McEwen says the FCC has delayed bidding for the D block indefinitely. He plans to meet with Genachowski to discuss the agency officials’ options for the D block. “They can schedule another D block auction with the rule that the winner has to work with the PSST,” McEwen says. “Or they can auction the block without restriction, which they are unlikely to do.”
Although broadband data access is important during emergencies, some experts do not think that the delays in its implementation will seriously undermine public safety. Voice communication will continue to be the most important lifeline among responders, Boyd states, which is why the Homeland Security’s upcoming multiband pilot program is so important. “Data are not going to replace voice as the fundamental emergency communication, because voice is interactive in a way that text will never be,” he notes as an example. “In environments where you have to use your eyes and hands for other things, you have to be able to talk.”
Note: This article was originally printed with the title, "Radio for Responders."
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